NOTE:- 1. Complete your Holidays work/ Assignment in respective subject Notebook only.
   2. This Home Work would be considered as a part of FA-2 and Grades would be allotted accordingly.

HINDI

PUNJABI

ENGLISH

• From the newspaper or any other magazine find and paste the pictures (any 10) starting form these alphabet A, B, C, L, M, N, P, R, S. Write three sentences about each
  For example M- Mango.
    It is my favourite fruit.
    I eat it in summer.
    Its colour is yellow
MATH
Task 1:— WRITING AND LEARNING TABLES. Write and learn tables from 1 to 12.
Task 2:— KIDS SHOPPING: Write five brands of Chocolates, Cold drinks and biscuits. Mention the quality and the rate printed on the wrapper.
Task 3:— ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION PROBLEMS. Do ten sums of addition and subtraction each.

SCIENCE
1. Visit any garden or park and make a list of various plants you have observed there. Mention the type of that particular plant i.e herb, tree, climber etc.
2. Write five lines about your favourite plant.

S.S.T
● PROJECT:—Collect and paste the pictures of different kinds of food items and dresses of India.

ART
1. Flowers with pencils chips
2. Draw different types of flowers.
3. Fruits basket

● School will Reopen-15 July,14
● Kindly, Submit your work till 17 July,14

You may Visit –
Website – www.jlmdav.edu.in
For Feedback – parentsfeedback9@gmail.com
Help Line No: 9463695371, 9417700374